Samsung 55MU6470 LED T.V.

Featuring a sleek and slender design, this Samsung 55MU6470 television will be an ideal choice for anyone
who likes to take their movies and games very seriously. The idyllic display of fifty five inches will make your
entertainment experience a gala one. It comes with a polished and refined finish that will make its stand out with
its fine beauty. It can be easily mounted on a wall or kept on your cabinet top. It brings to you very effortlessly
an array of technologies that stand as the best in visual engineering. The images that it produces are simply
stunning, full of life, vibrancy and intricate detailing. The sharpness and contrast detailing will surely captivate
you with its superior results. It comes with audio quality that is ambient in nature and enhanced at its best in
terms of quality.
Premium Remote Control
This Samsung 55MU6470 television comes with a smart remote control that lets you control all of your smart
devices connected to the television as well as your choice contents. It lets you access all content and compatible
devices quickly and intuitively. It also comes with an integrated microphone that lets you take control over your
television just with your voice commands. Any of your favourite TV series is now just three clicks away.
Connectivity Options
The Samsung 55MU6470 television comes with a wide range of connectivity options so that you never run
out of opportunity to share your favourite movies and media files with your friends and family. It also comes with
one component input as well as one number of composite input. It features two USB ports that lets you connect
any external device to the television. It boasts of a LAN connection that will make sure that you keep connected
to the internet through all times. It also comes with 3 HDMI ports that let you connect your favourite gaming
consoles as well as BD players.
Beautiful Pictures
The Samsung 55MU6470 television comes with a pack of new technologies that will bring to you the future
of imaging. It has the UHD resolution lets you experience spectacular details owing to the presence of a four
times higher resolution than full HD. The images come to life, thanks to the up scaled brightness and vibrancy. It
also comes with an active crystal colour technology that enhances the colour space to produce more intense
colours and hues. It also features the HDR which provides you with an increases contrast range. Contents
becomes more powerful, brighter and intricately detailed. Apart from that, the UHD dimming technology delivers

you with extra high black in dark scenes. Each image is divided into plurality of blocks and the contrast is
individually increased in all of those areas to bring you to classic and vibrant supreme image quality.

Smart Features
Apps

Yes

Games

Yes

Voice Recognition

Yes

TV to Mobile - Mirroring

Yes

Smart View

No

WiFi Direct

Yes

Processor

Quad-Core

Weight
Weight

19 kg (with Stand), 16.9 kg (without Stand)

General
Brand

Samsung

Model No

55MU6470

Display
Screen Size

55 inches

Picture
Display Resolution

3840 × 2160

Backlit Module

LED

Feature
DLNA Photo

Yes

PQI (Picture Quality Index)

1600

Audio
Stereo System

2CH (Down Firing w/Bass Reflex)

Audio Output Power (Watts)

20

HDMI

3 Ports

Digital Audio Output (Optical)

Yes

Connectivity
USB

2 Ports

Ethernet Connection

Yes

Other Features
On/Off Timer

Yes

Power
Power Requirements (Volts)

220-240 AC

Power Consumption (Watts)

185

Dimensions
Dimensions TV System (W x H x D) with Stand (mm)

1235.2 x 783.9 x 334.3 mm

Dimensions TV System (W x H x D) without Stand (mm)

1235.2 x 715.1 x 54.8

